Introduction
Fixed point theorems have been studied in the probabilistic metric spaces (or more briefly PM spaces) by many authors (we refer to [3] - [7] and [10] ). In [10] Sehgal and Bharucha Reid obtained the contraction principle in the PM spaces and in [5] Istratescu generalized their result. Altman [1] obtained a new concept of an inverse derivative that can be used instead of the derivative and formulated the concepts of contractors and contractor directions.
Altman's concepts provide new techniques for solving nonlinear equations and also generalize the contraction principle in Banacli spaces. Altman's theory of contractors has been further generalized by Balakrishna Reddy and Subrahmanyam [2] . Lee and Padgett [8] obtained the random analogues of Altman's existence theorem involving contractors.
In this note we extend the concept of contractors in random normed spaces, introduced by Serstnev [11] (see also [9] ), and therein we obtain an existence theorem generalizing that of Altman. Our theorem also generalizes the contraction principle in random normed spaces.
Preliminaries
For the definition of a PM space and a Menger space we refer to [9] . We begin with the following definition of a T-norm. 
(c, d) > t(a, b) for c > a and d> b, (iv) t(t(a,b),c) = t(a,t(b,c)).
DEFINITION 2.2. The (E, A)-topology in a probabilistic metric space is defined to be a topology on S determined by the family of neighbourhoods {U v (e, A): e > 0, A G (0,1)} for each v G S, where
In the (e, A)-topology a sequence {p n } in S converges to p G S if and only if for every e > 0 and A > 0 there exists an integer M(s, A) such that Pn € Up(e,X), i.e., F p ,p n (e) > 1 -A, whenever n > M(e,X). The sequence {p n } is Cauchy's one, if for each £ > 0 and A > 0 there is an integer M(s, A) such that F Pn , Pm (e) > 1 -A, whenever ra, m > M(e, A). A Menger space S is complete, if every Cauchy sequence in S converges to an element in S.
The following notion of a random normed space has been introduced in [11] . Let A denote the collection of all distribution functions (i.e., the set of all F : R -» R + which is non-decreasing, left continuous with inf F = 0 and sup F = 1). 
A random normed space in a Menger space under the mapping F' defined by F'(p, q) = for all p, q € S. If the T-norm t is continous, then 5 is a Hausdorff linear topological space under the (s, A)-topology. We assume that the inverse derivative T(x) of P exists in a neighbourhood S(xo,r) = (x : ||a; -zo|| < r). Suppose that there exist q, T), B,a > 0 with q < 1 such that Taking y = -Pxk-1 and x = Xk-i, by induction hypothesis in (1), we get
and (2) reduces to the inequality
implying, by the increasing nature of t, that (1) becomes
As t is increasing and associative, repeated use of (1), (3) together with the triangle inequality leads to (4) Fxn.x0(r) >
KF^^F^))
with 7 = r -Br) -... -Brjq n~2 and, by (ii) and the induction hypothesis, we have (5) -*"_!(7) = ir(x._1)P(«.-i)(7) > F'p^B-^).
By an argument similar to that used to establish (3), we get
FXn-Xn_Al) > F'^B-'q 1 -^).
By (iii),
, t is increasing and FPxQ(rj) > a, we get
By induction it can be readily verified that FPxo(rj) > a for every n. Setting x = xn and y = -Pxn in (i), we have In general, by triangle inequality, For m > k > ra, in view of (5), the first component in (6) 
From (5) we have

Let d = (£ -q£)B~1q~n.
As t is increasing and associative, repeated use of (6) and (7) yields Thus {x n } is a Cauchy sequence in A'. As X is complete, {x n } -• X* in X. Since {Px n } -• 0 and P is closed, Px* = 0.
Remark 3.1. In Theorem 3.1 it suffices to assume that P is a closed operator on S r = {x : F x -x0 (r) > a}. Proof. Let XQ be an arbitrary element of D(P). Define the iteration scheme inductively by x n +x -r(x n )P Xn . From the contractor inequality it follows that for each a > 0 and so Px n +i converges to 0. Using an argument similar to that given in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it can be shown that {x n } is a Cauchy sequence in the complete random normed space (X',J r ,t). So it converges to an element x* of X and, P being a closed operator, it follows that Px* = 0. Remark 3.3. We can deduce from Theorem 3.2 the contraction principle of Sehgal and Bharucha Reid in a complete random normed space as follows. Let (A', T, t) be a complete random normed space and t a continuous T-norm with t(x, x) > x for every x 6 [0,1]. If P : X -> X is a probabilistic contraction map with contraction constant q, then it can be readily verified that, for the operator I -P identity operator I is a random contractor and hence, by Theorem 3.2, there is (I -P)x* = 0 for some x* € S. Then Px* = i*. 
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